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the 2007 nissan pathfinder is set to be one of the best value suv's on the market. the pathfinder offers great value for the money. with a host of new features and a few standard features the pathfinder is a great choice. the 2007 nissan pathfinder has three new exterior colors: arctic white, new eclipse pearl, and black
effect. the interior also has a few improvements. the new 2007 nissan pathfinder seats are redesigned. the seats are more comfortable and will last longer. the 2007 pontiac torrent is available in two trim levels: ls and gt. with the base ls, you'll get a 2.4-liter v-6 engine that makes 202 horsepower and 170 lb.-ft. of torque
and 16-inch alloy wheels. the gt offers a turbocharged 2.4-liter v-6 rated at 203 horsepower and 181 lb. of torque. the gt also comes standard with 17-inch wheels and a sport-tuned suspension that includes larger diameter front and rear brake rotors and sport-tuned shocks and struts. the 2007 pontiac torrent offers a
number of standard and optional features. in addition to the standard four-speed automatic transmission, the gt includes a standard six-speed manual gearbox and an optional six-speed automatic. front-wheel drive is standard, while all-wheel drive is optional. the gt also has a limited-slip front differential, while the ls gets a
standard rear locking differential. standard safety features on the 2007 pontiac torrent include four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, front side and side curtain air bags, a rearview camera and a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel. in addition, the 2007 pontiac torrent has the latest standard safety equipment,
including abs with brake assist, an electronic brakeforce distribution system and a traction control system. the gt also comes with a power rear cargo door, power rear windows, a power liftgate and an aftermarket cd player.
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the torrent's direct drive mode is like a sport transmission, with a longer first gear and longer first- and second-gear ratios to increase torque output at lower speeds. the attitude adjust mode uses the continuously variable transmission to optimize engine and transmission characteristics for improved fuel economy, while
stability control uses a low-speed traction control feature to prevent wheel slippage and improve stability. the 2006 torrent scored well in all four of the iihs' crash tests. it earned an acceptable rating in the small overlap front, side, and roof tests and an advanced rating in the head restraints test. the vehicle scored good

ratings in the small front overlap test, moderate-size front, small overlap front, small side and roof tests and good ratings in the moderate overlap front, moderate overlap front, and moderate side tests. of course, we won't know just how the torrent will perform until we get our hands on one. however, one thing we can say
with certainty is that there are plenty of things we can be thankful for in this day and age. the torrent's interior is as roomy and well-appointed as the exterior. front seat passengers enjoy a generous 37.5 cubic feet of cargo space, while the rear seats can stow a surprising amount of gear. the vehicle also has a generous

headroom, legroom and shoulder room, and its high seating position lends itself to long trips. the torrent's v6 engine belies its compact size. with a displacement of just 2402 cc, the engine pumps out a respectable 195 horsepower at 6000 rpm and 200 pound-feet of torque at a much higher 4800 rpm. the engine is mated to
a five-speed automatic transmission and backed by a four-wheel-drive system. 5ec8ef588b
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